
ADJECTIVE OR ADVERB: EXERCISE #1

NAME:________________________________________________________________

WHAT TO DO: Circle the correct word in the sentences below.

1. Adam played his harp quite (good/well). 

2. His father Roger had a surcoat that fit (perfect/perfectly).

3. Adam didn't feel (good/well) about spring having passed without his father returning.

4. He felt (bad/badly) that Roger had been gone for so long. 

5. He was growing so (quick/quickly) that his father might not recognize him when he 
came back from France. 

WHAT TO DO: Copy-edit the errors in the following sentences. There are SEVEN 
errors.

"Here's a new boy, said the master in latin. "Show him around and see that he doesn't get 

into trouble." Perkin was wearing a shirt that didn't fit good, but he was a cheerful 

fellow. Adams dog Nick soon got Perkin in trouble but Perkin hadn't minded one bit. To 

tell you the truth Perkin was rather tired of being so well and serious for so long. 



ADJECTIVE OR ADVERB: EXERCISE #2

NAME:________________________________________________________________

WHAT TO DO: Circle the correct word in the sentences below.

1. That morning was a saint's day, and Adam and Perkin both felt quite (good/well) as 
they left to visit Nick.

2. "Oh, no," said Adam as Perkinds coif landed on the prior, "This doesn't look 
(good/well)."

3. On the way to Dame Malkin's house, Adam laughed (more often/oftener) than usual. 

4. Nick had to wait (patient/patiently) for the treats that the boys had brought for him.

5. The sun shone (bright/brightly) as they walked into the old woman's house.

WHAT TO DO: Copy-edit the errors in the following sentences. There are EIGHT 
errors.

After a little while of playing with the dog Adam and Perkin were ready to relax and 

they enjoyed some cake and milk that Dame Malkin had made for them. Adam sang a 

song for them called Loude Sing Cuckoo, and he followed that one with a happier tune 

for the holiday. "I have some news that might interest you Adam," said Dame Malkin. 

She told the boys that news had come of a new minstrel heading their way. She warned 

them that it might not be Roger, but neither of them were listening any longer.  It very 

well might have been, the happiest home in all of St. Albans England! 



ADJECTIVE OR ADVERB: EXERCISE #3

NAME:________________________________________________________________

WHAT TO DO:In each sentence below there is a comma split. In the spaces below 
each sentence are the numbers of all the other punctuation in the sentence. Find the 
comma split and write its number in the space at the left. Write what it is splitting 
beside that comma's number below the sentence. Next to the other numbers, write the 
buzzword of the rule for that punctuation. Remember that each set of quotation marks 
counts as one thing. We will only put a number under the open quote (") mark, not 
the close quote (") mark. 

_____ At the top of a grassy hillock, the boys were, impatient as they waited for the coat 
                                                         1                       2 

of arms that would tell them that Roger had returned safely.         
                                                                                                    3                                              

#1 __________________________________

#2 __________________________________

#3 __________________________________

_____ "Oh, there they are!" shouted Adam. "And Roger is riding, a horse!"
1      2                                                                                    3                                

#1 __________________________________

#2 __________________________________

#3 __________________________________

_____   Adam and Perkin pointed, gaped, and stared as the carriage passed by. To tell 
                                                     1                                                   
you the truth, they had never seen a single, thing like it before!
                    2                                             3                                                                                                    

#1 __________________________________

#2 __________________________________

#3 __________________________________


